How to reach ICAMS by car: (51.446741,7.263853)
The easiest way to ICAMS is via the motorway (A 43) junction Bochum/Witten, exit ‘Bochum-Querenburg/Ruhr-Universität’:

1. A 43 direction Wuppertal
2. At junction Bochum/Witten take exit 19 ‘Bochum-Querenburg/Ruhr-Universität’
3. Take direction ‘Universität/Zentrum’ and follow ‘Universitätstraße’ for about 3 km
4. Take the turnoff named ‘Ruhr-Universität-Mitte’ and exit the ‘Universitätstraße’
5. Park your car either in the car park ‘Unicenter’ (which has to be paid and is quite expensive) or in the central parking garage (underground parking)
6. Once you have parked your car, exit the car park via the stairs leading to the campus
7. Then follow the instructions above (‘On the campus’)

Alternatively, you can also park your car on the additional parking area of the Bochum University of Applied Sciences; therefore, follow the ‘Universitätstraße’ and take the turnoff ‘Ruhr-Universität-Ost’; follow ‘Schattbachstraße’ until you arrive at the parking area on the left side of the road; park your car and walk towards the engineering buildings; walk past the ‘ID’ and the ‘IC’ and enter the ‘ICFW’ via the lecture hall ‘HIB’.

Arriving from the North and East (Münster/Recklinghausen and Dortmund and Essen)

From Münster/Recklinghausen:
1. A 43 direction Wuppertal
2. At junction Bochum/Witten take exit 19 ‘Bochum-Querenburg/Ruhr-Universität’ and continue with 3 above.

From Dortmund or Essen via A 40/81:
1. At junction Bochum take A 43 direction Wuppertal and continue with 2 above.

From the South (Wuppertal, Hagen, Kamener-Kreuz, Kreuz Dortmund-Unna)(Kreuz = Junction)

From Wuppertal via A 43:
2. At junction Bochum/Witten take exit 19 ‘Bochum-Querenburg/Ruhr-Universität’
3. Turn left to ‘Zentrum/Universität’ and continue with 3 above.

From Frankfurt, Hagen and ‘Kamener Kreuz’ or ‘Kreuz Dortmund-Unna’:
1. Follow A 45 From ‘Westhofener Kreuz’ direction ‘Dortmund-Nordwest’ for 7 km
2. At junction Dortmund-Witten take A 44 direction Bochum for 10 km
3. At junction Bochum-Witten take A 43 direction Wuppertal for 300 m
4. Take exit ‘Bochum-Querenburg/Universität’
5. Turn left to ‘Zentrum/Universität’ and continue with 3 above.

From the West (Essen, Duisburg)
1. A 40 until exit 32 ‘Bochum-Stahlhausen’
2. Turn right to ‘Bochum-Zentrum’
3. After 200 m turn right onto ‘Donezk-Ring’ (becoming Oviedo-Ring later) into direction ‘Ruhr-Universität’
4. Take exit ‘Bochum-Linden/Weitmar’ and turn left into Wasserstraße
5. Follow Wasserstraße for approx. 2 km
6. Turn right into ‘Universitätstraße’ and follow ‘Universitätstraße’ for approx. 3 km
7. Take the turnoff named ‘Ruhr-Universität-Mitte’ and exit the ‘Universitätstraße’ and continue with 5 above.